RUBBER MANURE SCRAPER

72” • 84” • 96”

- Deep-angled design and one-piece lower rubber eliminates spillage.
- 1 ½” x 10” reversible, replaceable rubber edges allow 6” of total wear.
- Upper pull back cleans material in tight spaces.
- Has been effectively used as a snow pusher for small skid steer loaders and compact tractors.

MANURE SLURRY BUCKET

66” • 72” • 78” • 84”

- Top formed profile to limit spillage and rolled inside profile for easier clean out.
- 60 degree back angle to better hold in slurry material.
- ¾” x 6” weld-on cutting edge with holes to accept optional Bolt-on or Serrated Edge.
- Reversible, replaceable bolt-on side wear edges.